Use RENEWABLE
ENERGY SOURCES

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

They are clean, abundant and autochthonous. Obtained from
natural, inexhaustible sources, they produce heat, electricity
and energy for transport.

IN YOUR HOME OR AT WORK YOU CAN BENEFIT FROM
RENEWABLE ENERGY IN MANY WAYS:

WIND POWER:

SOLAR ENERGY:

AND RENEWABLE ENERGY

uses the sun's energy to generate
the hot water or electricity that
your home or business needs,
installing solar systems.

If you live in an area isolated from the electricity grid,
small wind installations will help you. They use batteries
to store electricity produced for later consumption, not
only in houses, but also in the irrigation of farmland,
water extraction, small boats etc.

BIOMASS:

www.med-desire.eu
www.agenciaandaluzadelaenergia.es

Olive stones, olive pomace, nut shells, remains of forestry pruning are used to
obtain thermal energy (heat), electricity or mechanical energy (biofuels that
you can use in your car). These biofuels are used in boilers, heaters, stoves or
fireplaces for heating or to obtain electricity.

GEOTHERMAL:

The interior of the earth stores, as heat, this inexhaustible and clean source
of energy. The subsoil becomes a huge accumulator, of which in a wide range of
temperatures (between 15 and 60º), we can use to obtain heat and cooling.
Its applications are numerous: underfloor heating, radiators, fan coils, domestic
hot water, cooling, etc. and its use is possible both in the domestic field
as well as in the industrial (houses, schools, hospitals, hotels, factories,
greenhouses, sports facilities, shopping centers, among others).
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At HOME

IT IS POSSIBLE TO SAVE UP TO
600 EUROS PER YEAR
IF WE ARE CONSCIOUS OF
OUR ENERGY BEHAVIOUR

The use of energy is constant in
all activities carried out by the
human being. It is estimated that
25% OF THE TOTAL POLLUTING
EMISSIONS INTO THE
ATMOSHPHERE COULD BE
AVOIDED by making individual
decisions such as turning off the
light when it is not needed, using
more public transport or
regulating adequately the
heating or cooling temperature.

DON´T FORGET THE
KEYS TO ENERGY SAVING:

In summer, set the air conditioning temperature at 25°C and
in winter at 21°C. Remember that for every degree you change
this increases your consumption by 8%.
Avoid where possible the use of electric heaters. Every hour
of use is equivalent to the consumption of three light bulbs lit
during a whole day.
Make sure not to obstruct the air diffusion from radiators by
placing objects near or above.
A window with bad insulation will make us lose 30% of the
energy used for air conditioning.

Protect your home from the sun using awnings, blinds or curtains.
Choose energy efficient appliances with energy label A +++. You can save 80%
of its energy consumption.
Use the washing machine and dishwasher at full load, you will save 50% more energy than if you wash at half load
and turn off the vitro before to take advantage of the residual heat.

Save energy in your

TRAVEL

54% of urban trips made on a weekday are for work or study
and are mainly made in private cars. MORE THAN 75% OF
THESE TRIPS ARE MADE WITH ONLY ONE OCCUPANT.
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One out of every ten trips made by car in the city is to travel
less than 500 metres and half of the trips are for journeys of
less than 3 km. Driving less and walking more, and using
bikes or public transport, will allow you to save on your
travel costs.

Don´t leave the TV, DVD and other appliances on “standby” (with the pilot light on). You will save 5%
on your electricity consumption.
Use natural light and adjust the lighting to your needs. Use efficient lamps,such as "led" or "low
consumption". They last longer and save up to 80% of electricity consumption.
A mobile phone charger that remains plugged in unnecessarily consumes
around 4.3 kWh/year, the equivalent of having 9 light bulbs lit for one day.
If you are going to buy a house, ask for its energy certificate
to know about its energy efficiency.

Whenever possible, use the stairs instead of the elevator.
The elevator of an office consumes, on average, as much as
100 light bulbs in a year.
Wait between 5 to 10 minutes before turning on the air conditioning
when you arrive heated to your workplace. It is the time the body
needs to adapt to the new environment.
Turn off the air conditioner when no one is in the room. If in a room of 100 m2 we leave the air
conditioning on during 2 hours, we will emit the same CO2 into the atmosphere as 50 cars in one day.
Turn off the heating system or reduce the position of the thermostat to 15°C
if you are absent for a few hours.
Four halogen lamps switched on all morning in the toilets
consume more than 290 kWh / year, the same as 185
washing machine cycles.
If you leave your computer on at the end of your workday, you
will be emitting into the atmosphere what a car
contaminates in one month.

A correct vehicle maintenance, keeping the recommended tyre pressure and the good condition of
the filters or oil levels, will contribute to lower fuel consumption.
Driving at 100 km/ h with the windows open increases fuel consumption by 5%.

Avoid travelling alone in your drive to work. It is best to share the ride with a
colleague and by applying the efficient driving tips we can save almost 200 euros
per year in fuel and avoid polluting emissions.

Use air conditioning moderately, maintaining a temperature of between 23
and 24° C. Remember that the air conditioning in your car uses 25% of all fuel
consumption.

In small urban routes a car can consume up to 10 litres of fuel per 100 km, more
than double than on main roads.

If you renew your car, choose one with the energy efficiency label A or with
hybrid or electric technology.

